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file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/daz/Desktop/session.txt

Target 00220 - SUDAR

7,11,2005

7.00pm
---------------------------------------------------

PAGE1:

Ideogram1

A: motion down, motion down, diag up, diag up.
Hard
B: Sructure

Ideogram2
A: loop, down, across, across
Soft
B: Life form

---------------------------------------------------

PAGE2:

Ideogram3
A: down, across, across, across, across, across
Hard
B:Land

Ideogram4 (multiple)

A: life form
B: Land
C: structure

I: Interesting Ideo = a new position for land for me!

---------------------------------------------------

PAGE3:

A: Clunking, metalic, heavy

T1: HArd, rough, harsh, cool, textured

T2: Warm
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V - 

colours: Greys, Blue, Green
Lum: Bright
Con: High

AOL: lots of shadows...

T3: fresh, wet, moist, mixed
O:strawberry
E's: whirring, vibrant,up,moving,sub space energy.
D - 
H: long, flat, mixed sizes
V: Tall, sectional, repeating*

MDSV: thick,solid,sectioned

AOL: robust

AI: intersting data!

---------------------------------------------------

PAGE4:

Sketch1
AOL: raised platform

Sketch2
AOL: bulls eye

Sketch3
AOL: track

---------------------------------------------------

PAGE5:

move 1000ft above target & sketch

Sketch
AOL: building

Sketch2

---------------------------------------------------

PAGE6:
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Move to target centre and sketch

Sketch

AOL: bridge
AOL: Central park

---------------------------------------------------

PAGE7:

[touch]
hard, rough, peeling, paint

cold, solid, hard, tall, mixed, angles, consturcted, metal, form, used, purposefull, heavy, metal, iron

[sketch]
connected shapes + forms, interlock, woven - for strength!

----------------------------------------------------

PAGE8:
[Look around}

space, fels nice, free, cool, greens, vegetation, trees.

Square, solid, angled, corners, structure, grey, plae colours.
AI: pale color of the structure different from its surroundigs, shows-up - stands out from them!

-----------------------------------------------------

PAGE9:

[land]

solid, grey, baked, set, forms, paths/roads, used by people.
more than one interconnecting - shaped green areas and others seperated by the paths/roads.

structure, tall, sectioned, seperated, foors, spaces, compartments, people, objects, things, business, feeling
AOL: Hotel!

------------------------------------------------------

PAGE10:
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[Life]

sofet, warm, fresh, smelling, medium build, female, feeling playful, youthful, happy, free
AOL: woman/girl

AI: Okay - the life form seems to be v-happy. Radiating this outwards - with a bouyant energy. I also see lots of pinks/pastels.

-------------------------------------------------------

PAGE11:

fresh, fun, moving, excited, new experiences.
AI: more than 1 life form -  a sense of a family unit.

[move th the primary taskers goal + describe at the target]

solid, tall, constructed, building, impressive, size, overt, recognised, central, location.
AOL: A brown stone!

-------------------------------------------------------

PAGE12:

[Move to the optimum postion + describe the target inthree words]
big
massive
hotel

'M' word

AOL: Marriot

[Sketch]

flowing letter/type shape/form.

-------------------------------------------------------

PaAGE13:

[one final optimum target, sketch from the best location 
A-------B

[sketch]

Chrysler building
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--------------------------------------------------------

PAGE 14:
[mind map]

REPEATING

sectioned, seperst, lots

more

functon, form, used

pattern, shadows, movement

-------------------------------------------------------

PAGE15:
[expand bulls eye sketch]

[sketch]
tall, walled, curved, structured, solid, used
AOL: crazy golf!

[expand wavy lines]

[sketch]

snaking, open, track,movement, people, free space!

--------------------------------------------------------

PAGE16:

[expand sketch 100ft above]

[sketch]

darker

a two tone feeling, asthetic more than functional.

AI: intense sub space activity - everywhere.
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* Is this in a city?
lots of dead people around?

8.00pm finish
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